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Wow What the hell That was totally disgusting and blew my mind Make sure you defiantly
read the warning for this book and BELIEVE it I m not really one to read a horror book
without romance in it But I decided to try this one out It was really good I m pretty sure if this
was my thing I would defiantly be reading of Matts books I will probably always cringe when

ever I hear a chainsaw I think I will be going back to my romance books now lol 5 That was
Awesome Stars First let me thank Jahy for gifting me this AmazeBall mind fuckery book
You are so SWEET okie dokie back to the story Now most readers the TITLE got their
attention I won t lie it got mine too but i m one of those readers who don t read any
Synopsis whatsoever when it comes to Horror dark..etc books So i went in blindly and
hoped to God i get mind fucked With this book., and that s exactly what i got D
Yeppiee..Porn it s about a girl named Vicky having a career in acting unfortunately her
chances of becoming an actress were slim to none and with no money income Vicky
decides to go into Adult Film Industry At first everything goes great in her career getting all
that cash, and film bookings Until one day she gets requested and the pay is pretty GOOD
And that s all you get from me Loved how Matt Shaw presented it This story played very
well with my Brain Anger and on top of all that I know life ain t always beautiful and there
are some twisted people among us Reading this book showed the beast in side of me I had
so much anger,loath toward certain characters That i wished they were near me to let out
my version of The golden ticket on them and boy would i be pleased Nevertheless That
EndingBecause A great story that needs to be read But it contains a bit disturbing graphic
scenes, that isn t for everyone I ll leave it to you to decide.. [Free Ebook] ? PORN ?
WARNING THIS IS AN EXTREME HORROR NOVEL There Is Gore There Is Bad
Language There Are Scenes Of A Sexual Nature Tells The Tragic Tale Of Victoria Sheldon
A Young Lady Who Wanted Nothing Than To Become An Actress With Times Being Hard
Victoria Finds Herself In The World Of Adult Movie Industry Where She Soon Carves A
Name For Herself Soon The Offers Are Flowing In, As Is The Money, As She Becomes And
Popular Amongst The Producers But Then She Meets HimA Man With An Offer She Can T
Refuse A Man Who Has Other Ideas About How Pornographic Films Should Be Filmed A
Man Catering For A Much, Much Darker AudienceFrom The Dark Mind Behind Sick B
Stards, Tortured And Rotting Dead F Cks PORN Is A Violent Tale Of Sex And Revenge It Is
Intended For A Mature Audience Only 5 Blown Away Stars SeriouslyThis little baby had me
completely jacked up There were multiple times I sat there with my mouth wide open in
shockI can usually predict where things are heading in booksnot this one So what is this
crazy one aboutLike most of my recommendations from my BW Jahy I went in blind I had
no clue what the book was about, I have still not read the blurbI am a rebel like that Sothis
is a story about a female who took a career in the adult film industry It shows a very
different side then what you would think.Its not all aboutHonestly, it delves into some
serious issues and makes you think In the endThis is a five star read because it shocked
the shit out of me on multiple occasions, it made me feel so much for the main character,
and I couldn t put the damn thing down for nothing While I absolutely loved this story I know
it isn t for everyone It contains some graphic scenes with violence and sex and may not be
for you If my BFF Annie Wilkes Met this handsome fellow And they were to make a love
child her name would be Victoria Sheldon You d get something like this I swear, I just

realized her last name is Sheldon The link to Annie Wilkes was merely based on her choice
of weapons Pure coincidence on the last name, but hysterical nonetheless She moved
away from home in search of a career in acting She acted alright just not in the film industry
she had hoped for Everything is going great and she is surprised to find that she actually
enjoys her new career choice She went into hoping to pay bills until she caught a big break
But then something awful happens to Victoria and the events that take place after are
absolutely insane The story took some turns that I was not prepared for Some turns were
better than others, and let me tell you that last twist right before the ending of this book is
one that you will not see coming no matter how many times you are warned a twist is
coming As far as the extreme horror goes I m not completely sold that it deserves all of the
hype for that It s very reminiscent for me of the movie Hostel Maybe I have spent so much
of my time enjoying horror themed books and movies that it takes to gross me out I guess it
would also depend on what grosses you out for me the events in The Troop were far
disturbing Maybe, I m just a sick twisted bitch Who knows What I do know is my tolerance
for gore is pretty high I was very surprised by this book I went into it thinking it would be
gimmicky and purposely over the top gore, but the story really was there The writing was
decent just a little inconsistent For example do not click spoiler if you are offended by things
of a sexual nature it s what some people would call graphic view spoiler A guy asks our MC
about ejaculating on her ass then says or your breasts So, you run a porn industry and can
talk about shooting seaman on her ass but her tits can t be called tits Give me a break hide
spoiler PORN is a seriously addictive read, I couldn t put it down and read it in 2 sittings,
that in itself speaks volumes This is a disturbing read that seems to be going in just the
direction your head and heart need it to go, only to pull the chair away just as you re about
to sit down and buckle in for what you think is going to be an immensely satisfying
finale.PORN comes with a wicked twist, one that I didn t see coming, a complete
masterstroke, one that turned an immensely satisfying and depraved revenge trip into a
stomach hits the floor moment with a Oh Fuck to follow.Matt Shaw certainly grabs your
attention with some of his book titles, Sick Bastards and Rotting Dead Fucks are two that
spring to mind immediately and PORN is up there with them.This starts in a similar fashion
to the other stories I ve read by Matt, disturbing first person narrative, flawed characters in
abundance, a story that starts near to the end and then follows two timelines in the present
and right back at the start of the tale, bringing them together with some sort of twist along
the way Really big fan of this method of storytelling and Matt Shaw does it really well.A
young failed actress willingly enters the Porn industry and as work starts to come her way,
she gets a job that unwittingly catapults her into the extreme and a horrifyingly savage
group from which there is no escape This story puts your emotions through a roller coaster
ride, shock, sadness, joy, repulsion, shocked again and finally stunned with a shovel That s
what it felt like anyway.Totally absorbed by this hard hitting and disturbing story,
Recommended.http paulnelson.booklikes.com post 2.75 NOT FOR ME StarsThis is a well

written story which completely grossed me out The story made me squirm, gag and wish
that there was some sort of light held around the cornerDid you know I never meant to end
up in this industry I wanted to be a real actressThere isn t a love interest or the promise
illusion of one amongst these pages There is revenge and the sad twisted reality of the dark
side of what lurks on the world wide webSo many film sets how d I end up on that
oneHonestly, I did like the story at first and the writing was good as was the presentation of
the story Still this is a big fat NO from me Big thank you to my dark friends Bev and Jahy for
the recommendation So sorry this one wasn t for me. This is my first horror genre novel and
my first Matt Shaw It was definitely different than what I normally read I have decided to
challenge myself with something outside the norm for me every few books now but I found it
to be very entertaining I read it on one sitting, start to finish, so it definitely moved at a fast
pace I don t think I could read this genre every day or anything, but I know I will definitely
read from Shaw in the future. 5 I ve been thoroughly fucked stars When I spotted the title
PORN I was like that chic in Jerry Maquire,You had me at hello Now please excuse me
while I go one click youI am a big fan of Matt Shaw extremely impatient so I said screw it
and completely disregarded the synopsis I mean really, the title alone speaks for itself Does
the synopsis even matter Well, MAYBE Read the warning people So, if you re hoping
PORN is A Photography book Sorry, you re S.O.L btw, have you heard of a little thing
called the internet Use it There s all types of naughty pictures out there.or so I ve heard B
Pop up book Damn, it s not, but that would be pretty friggin cool C A smutty romance Hell
No, this isn t a naughty chick lit HELLO, I should have been your first clue D Jedi mind fuck
Winner, Winner, chicken dinner You ve come to the right place This isn t your usual MF, so
get ready to cheer, gasp, cringe and grab your taa taa s and or.I m not kidding PORN starts
off like your ordinary, run of the mill PORN STAR story An acting coach filled a na ve
females head with false hope which leads her to flee to Hollywood insert waitressing job
here living paycheck to paycheck while daily checking the wanted ads which lands them on
a comfy casting couch But, that s were the similarities end..and so does my review because
I am not SPOILING a damnn thing for anyone.MWAH For reviews, Free E books and
Giveaways Find all of my reviews at need to get something out of my system before I begin
Okay, that s a little better.You d think this selection was all Mitchell s doing, but nope this
time it was all me Sweet little Stepheny said she was up for a buddy read and when I
noticed Porn on both of our TBR lists I figured it was time to go big or go home And boy did
we go big Victoria Sheldon had dreams of becoming a leading lady in the movies What she
didn t expect was for her fame to come under the stage name Vicky Blows and the genre
which she would excel to be pornography When Vicky finds herself presented with an offer
that pays as much as three of her usual gigs, she s all for it That s her first mistake
Obviously Porn is NOT a book for everyone I figured I would end up including myself on
that list, but holy crap this was gooooooood I m hesitant in saying much because I don t
want to give anything away, so I m just going to leave a couple of tidbits To begin with, the

porn aspect Let s just say and things that I read will never be unread then everything got a
little and right when I thought it was wrapping up because for some reason Goodreads had
the page count at 130 and it was actually like 170 , my mind was officially f %d Matt Shaw, I
bow down to you as the King of the Extreme Now where d I leave my barf bag
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